All Ohenry Tents are
made in America at our
Waco Texas location.
We do not import tent
tops, walls, or stakes.

OHENRY SUPERIOR
MANUFACTURING
PROCESS

Ohenry Pride
We take pride in our work at Ohenry
Productions. Each and every pole tent, and
tension tent is manufactured using only the
finest American made materials. Ohenry
Productions tents are specifically designed to
withstand the abuse of multiple set-ups and
tear downs, as typical tent rental companies
need to do.

Attention To Detail
All Ohenry tents are hand-made, one at a
time. No frantic assembly line here, with
impersonal robots. No, each tent is made
with lots of expert care, and attention to
detail. We love our tents, and it kind of breaks
our heart to have to ship a new tent out,
because we know we will never see it again!
In 40 years we have never had a tent
returned for any defect of workmanship. We
believe in quality control throughout the
manufacturing process.

Ohenry Side Pole Fitting
All side pole fittings are sewn into not only the
webbing that runs up the seam, but also the
ring is sewn down on each side to prevent
movement.

Ohenry Lace Line Corner
Here again, the detail is evident in the way
the lace corner is reinforced and sewn with
multiple "back-stitches". Also visible is the
loop of webbing which holds the curtain rope
in place. This curtain rope loop is also sewn
back and forth several times.

Ohenry Grommet Line Corner
Construction here is similar to the lace line
corner. Also notice the large snap which is
used to snap the two sections together at the
eave where the two sections meet

Ohenry Center Pole Fitting
This photo clearly illustrates the Ohenry
system of having lace lines on one side of the
center pole fitting, with the grommet lines on
the opposing side. Please notice how each
webbing is turned back at the ring and sewn
with multiple stitches. There is a large triangle
welded to each side of the tent at the center
pole to ensure triple thickness.

Ohenry Webbing Welded On
All the webbings are first sewn onto a strip of
tent material, and the then welded to the tent
top under tension. Here at Ohenry, we
pioneered this process, and it has been
proven to be far superior to the system used
by most manufacturers who sew the webbing
directly to the tent top. By welding, all needle
perforation is eliminated.

Ohenry Welded 2” Seams
At Ohenry, all Pole Tents and High Peak Pole
Tents begin construction by having the
pieces of material welded together with a 2"
seam. The Industry standard is a 1" seam.
We have chosen to use a track welder
system rather than welding the seams with
an RF welder, as this gives us better quality
control, and a superior seam.

Ohenry Lace Line System
Ohenry lace lines are easy to use, and
feature 100% polyester lace rope, and full
weather flap. Each tent section features the
lace line on the right-hand side of the center
pole fitting, and the grommet line on the left
hand side. This eliminates having to open
sections in a certain way to have the lace and
grommet lines match up. This saves time,
and wear and tear on the tent.

Ohenry Weather Flap System
You will love the Ohenry weather flap lacing
system. No Velcro, snaps, or bothersome
zippers.

Ohenry Tent Graphics
At Ohenry we can design and install your
graphics on your tent. In some cases, we
can digitally print directly on the tent.

World-Wide Shipping
Ohenry has a large inventory of tents ready
to be shipped world-wide. Order yours today!

